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ABSTRACT 
 

 

3D geoinformation has become a base for an increasing number of today’s 

applications. Examples of these applications are: city and urban planning, real 

estate management, environmental simulation, crisis and disaster management, 

telecommunication, facility management and others. 3D city models are presently 

scattered over different public and private sectors in different systems, different 

conceptual models, different data formats, different data schemas, different levels 

of detail and different quality. In addition, the potential of 3D models goes beyond 

visualisation of 3D objects of virtual scenes to real 3D city models. In such an 

environment, integration of different sources of data for building real 3D city 

models becomes more difficult.  

 

3D city models are of two types, design and real world models. Design models are 

usually used for building industry purposes and to fulfil the requirements of 

maximum level of detail in the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) 

industry. Real world models are geospatial information systems that represent 

spatial objects around us and are largely represented in GIS applications. Research 

efforts in the AEC industry resulted in Building Information Modelling (BIM), a 

process that supports information management throughout buildings’ lifecycle and 

is increasingly widely used in the AEC industry. Results of different integration 

efforts of BIM and geospatial models show that only 3D geometric information 

does not fulfil the integration purpose and may lead to geometrical inconsistency. 

Further complex semantic information is required. Therefore, this thesis focuses on 

the integration of the two most prominent semantic models for the representation of 

BIM and geospatial objects, Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) and City 

Geography Markup Language (CityGML), respectively. 

 

In the integration of IFC and CityGML building models, substantial difficulties 

may arise in translating information from one to the other. Professionals from both 

domains have made significant attempts to integrate CityGML and IFC models to 

produce useful common applications. Most of these attempts, however, use a 

unidirectional method (mostly from IFC to CityGML) for the conversion process. 

A bidirectional method can lead to development of unified applications in the areas 

of urban planning, building construction analysis, homeland security, etc. The 

benefits of these unified applications clearly appear at the operational level (e.g. 

cost reduction, unified data-view), and at the strategic level (e.g. crisis management 

and increased analysis capabilities).  
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For a bidirectional method, a formal mapping between both domains is required. 

Researchers have suggested that harmonising semantics is currently the best 

approach for integration of IFC and CityGML. In this thesis, the focus is therefore 

on semantic integration of IFC and CityGML building models for bidirectional 

conversion. IFC and CityGML use different terminologies to describe the same 

domain and there is a great heterogeneity in their semantics. Following a design 

research method, the thesis proposes a more expressive reference ontology between 

IFC and CityGML semantic models. Furthermore, an intermediate unified building 

model (UBM) is proposed between IFC and CityGML that facilitates the transfer of 

spatial information from IFC to CityGML and vice versa. A unified model in the 

current study is defined as a superset model that is extended to contain all the 

features and objects from both IFC and CityGML building models. The conversion 

is a two-steps process in which a model is first converted to the unified model and 

then to the target model. 

 

The result of the thesis contributes, through the reference ontology, towards a 

formal mapping between IFC and CityGML ontologies that allows bidirectional 

conversion between them. Future development of the reference ontology may be 

seen as the design of a meta-standard for 3D city modelling that can support 

applications in both domains. Furthermore, the thesis also provides an approach 

towards a complete integration of CityGML and IFC through the development of 

the UBM. The latter contribution demonstrates how different classes, attributes and 

relations have been considered from IFC and CityGML in the building of the 

UBM. 

 

To illustrate the applicability of the proposed approach, a hospital building located 

in Norrtälje City, north of Stockholm, Sweden, is used as a case study. The purpose 

of the case study is to show how different building elements at different levels of 

detail can be constructed. Considering future research possibilities, the integration 

approach in the thesis is seen as a starting-point for developing a common database 

that formulates a UBM’s platform. With such a platform, data from IFC and 

CityGML can be automatically integrated and processed in different analyses. 

Other formats can also be included in further steps. Finally, the proposed approach 

is believed to need future research beyond the building models alone and on an 

implementation process for testing and verification. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

Interoperability is defined as the ability to exchange and use information. It is 

usually defined in the context of a large network made up of heterogeneous systems 

and organisations. It is seen as one of today's major challenges in the development 

of spatial data infrastructures (Groot & McLaughlin, 2000). Immediate 

combination of distributed spatial information from different organisations is 

currently not possible. The main reasons for that are differences in systems, 

formats, applications, views, data schema and quality of spatial data produced or 

used by different stakeholders.  

 

Introducing to this chapter, the following scenarios present an entry to the need for 

interoperability.  Classification of actions in crises based on Rauschert et al. (2002) 

and FEMA (2003) can be made according to the response and action time in terms 

of crisis planning and crisis management. Crisis planning, on the one hand, is 

defined as the preparedness or pre-event actions and measures that should be 

implemented and take place before the crisis to minimise potential damage. Crisis 

management, on the other hand, is mainly the organisation of different actions and 

duties of different actors – physical and non-physical – that should take place 

during and after the crisis breakout. In both phases, the sharing of data and 

information is a prerequisite. 

 

A crisis (e.g. flood, earthquake, epidemic) is no respecter of administrative 

boundaries. A disaster area may include different adjacent municipalities, regions 

or even countries. When a disaster hits an area, a crisis management system should 

be in place to monitor the affected regions. The system should have access to the 

spatial data of all municipalities that are involved. Additionally, different datasets 

should be interpreted and analysed in order to determine the level of damages in 

each area and every single building. Owing to the heterogeneity of data systems, 

formats and applications, this approach is not practicable and the problem is seen as 

critical for all scenarios that require cooperation in larger areas.  

 

For stakeholders’ actions during a crisis, sharing views and understandings is 

hindered by lack of interoperability as visualisation techniques, analysis and 3D 

modelling also have to be integrated. This problem is exaggerated when outdoor 

and indoor data of buildings are needed for actions like rescuing people, allocating 

new temporary hospitals or tracing utility networks. By interoperating means that 

common understandings can be created and collaborative actions and responses can 

be launched.    
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1.1 Background to 3D City Modelling 
 

3D city models are digital representations of the Earth’s surface and its related 

spatial objects within a city. These models enable a wide variety of applications 

that in turn create a demand for detailed models of a specific area or even a focused 

building model. In such focused models, the representation and relationships 

among spatial objects should also be understood and modelled (Stadler & Kolbe, 

2007). Models in this area are divided into two types, design and real world 

models. Design models, on the one hand, usually exist before the final product or 

design of a specific building/s. As their purpose is to fulfil the needs of the 

architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) industry, these models are 

designed to represent the maximum level of detail of the geometric representation. 

On the other hand, real world models are geospatial information systems that 

represent existing spatial objects around us (Pu & Zlatanova, 2006). They are 

mostly represented in the Geographic Information Systems (GIS) world. 

 

Most of the effort in the 3D city modelling area, including Web services, focuses 

on representing graphical or geometrical models (Gröger et al., 2007). Semantic 

and topological aspects are often overlooked, however. Therefore, these models are 

mostly used for visualisation purposes but not for GIS applications where thematic 

queries, analysis tasks, simulation modelling and spatial data mining are needed. 

Also, these 3D city models and Web services lack interoperability between 

different installations (Kolbe & Bacharach, 2006). 

 

Visualisation is arguably today as the tip of the iceberg as regards most 3D 

applications. Important application areas would, however, benefit from richer data. 

Examples are city and urban planning, real estate management, environmental 

simulation, crisis and disaster management, telecommunication and others. From a 

technical perspective, in order to reuse information for various applications, 

common standards should be utilised. Applications can then be incorporated in 

interoperable 3D models and be integrated with other applications (Kolbe & 

Bacharach, 2006). To that end CityGML has been developed as a geospatial model 

that represents semantic information model and an open standard. It has been 

implemented as an application schema for Geography Markup Language 3 

(GML3). It is more appropriate for outdoor activities where urban objects can be 

represented and linked by different spatial relationships (Kolbe & Gröger, 2004). 

 

Sharing and exchanging information in the building industry has been the driving 

force behind technology and application development in the last decade. In the 

globalised market, information modelling has formed an important and accepted 
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approach to this development. It has been used in many industrial sectors in 

engineering domains including architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) 

and facilities management (FM). Since it was originally generated in the mid-

1980s, information modelling is today used extensively in the design of both 

standard and commercial information structures (Barrett & Grobler, 2000). The 

environment is heavily affected by the lack of communication between different 

stakeholders, however, which has a negative impact on the efficiency and 

performance of the industry (Gallaher et al., 2004). Research and development 

(R&D) in this area resulted in the development of building information modelling 

(BIM) to deal with the building industry and its different objectives. BIM has today 

become an active research area for dealing with problems related to information 

integration and interoperability. 

 

General reference models have been around since 1988. Industry Foundation 

Classes (IFC) has been one of the results of the R & D work in the BIM field which 

started in 1996 (IAI, 1999). The IFC standard does not just represent and model 

building components. It also represents different advanced processes and analyses 

based on spatial relations among these components. These processes can be 

schedules for activities, spaces that connect different objects (e.g. walls, beams, 

ceiling, etc.). Different objects are represented by database entities that are 

characterised by properties such as name, geometry, materials, and so on 

(Khemlani, 2004). 

 

Different building information models (BIM) and 3D geospatial information 

models are seen today as means for defining spatial objects with both geometry and 

semantics representations. Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) and City Geography 

Markup Language (CityGML) are the two most prominent semantic models for the 

representation of design and real world objects, respectively (Isikdag & Zlatanova, 

2009b).  

 

This licentiate thesis focuses on the integration of IFC and CityGML. The aim of 

this integration is to enable the development of unified applications that are 

urgently needed. The first stage is to analyse the situation of existing buildings and 

how they can be represented by IFC and CityGML schemas. As the integration is 

not fulfilled yet and is new as a research area, the second stage is to study different 

integration approaches.  The research proposes in the third stage a unified building 

model that is intended to be an integration platform for IFC and CityGML and a 

bidirectional conversion method operating between both standards.   
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1.2 Research Motivation  
 

The motivation behind this research is the use of interoperability as a means to 

integrate various model-based applications into a smooth model with an efficient 

workflow. The following considerations are applicable: 

 Other applications of detailed urban infrastructure are needed. 

 Crises do not respect administrative boundaries. Therefore, shared vision is 

not enough. Data (technical) interoperability is an essential. 

 The member states of the European Union (EU) have different standards for 

geographical information (outdoor and indoor). In other words, the member 

states are forced to conform to CEN standards and are recommended to 

conform to ISO standards as well. 

o CityGML for outdoors is conformed to be applied by the EU 

member states.  

o CityGML and IFC are not at the same level as regards details and 

have different standards.  

 There is a need for inter-organisational systems (no system operates alone), 

especially for crisis management and unified applications. 

 Unified information quality need technical and non-technical drive forces. 

 Information quality directly impacts on decision-making quality (general 

theories). 

 Spatial information is expensive! Thus, sharing is a necessity 

The focus of this research is on interoperability with regard to sharing information 

that maintains: 

a. Syntactical interoperability - defining protocols and formats of objects 

and understanding the modelling of spatial objects. 

b. Semantic interoperability - ensuring that both IFC and CityGML share the 

same meaning for a defined spatial object (i.e. a building). 

c. Schema interoperability - a common data model. This follows from 

semantic interoperability and will be implemented by the proposed meta-

model. 
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1.3  Problem Formulation 
 

Our world is increasingly confronted by globalised and immensely complex 

technological problems. Organisations and authorities are in urgent need of better 

ways of communication and of overcoming common problems. With new terms for 

the sustainable development of cities, globalisation and governance, the need for 

improved ways of taking decisions has appeared at all governmental and non-

governmental levels locally, regionally and nationally.  

 

Following these trends, new terms of standardising processes have been formulated 

and defined at different levels and different scopes. Interoperability is an important 

example of standardisation methods for information system components. In this 

thesis, interoperability is seen as a strategic tool for use in modelling buildings in 

3D applications and exchanging information for 3D city models. To this end the 

thesis considers interoperability at the semantic level and aims to develop higher 

levels of interoperability in future research and studies. 

 

Research Problem 

 

Within an increasingly globalised world, crises and complex problems have come 

to be understood in terms of their wider consequences and effects. Managing these 

problems requires common understanding and decisions based on shared 

information and views regarding data.  

 

Different efforts have been oriented towards the integration of 3D city and urban 

modelling. On the one hand, these efforts have succeeded in defining the CityGML 

as an integration standard for GIS application regarding the outdoor urban and 

building landscape. On the other hand, IFC has been introduced as a standard for 

integrating building component applications (Figure-1). 

 

Integration of IFC and CityGML is seen as a necessary step for getting a more 

complete picture of 3D modelling at different levels of detail. Therefore, our 

research question is:   

How can data, represented by IFC and CityGML, be integrated in a 

unified 3D city model? 

There are several previous and ongoing attempts to relate CityGML and IFC to 

each other. These efforts are mainly in form of: 

 Integration frameworks such as the framework of (IFG, 2007) for exchanging 

building information between CAD systems and GIS using IFC, the framework 
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View of IFC Model for General Services 
and Outer Walls of Buildings 

 
Outdoor Objects 

Applications of CityGML 
Indoor Structure 

Applications of IFC 

View of CityGML for Building 
Details in Facades and Masses 

of (Nagel, 2007) for automatic transformation of IFC building models into 

CityGML, and the framework of (Isikdag & Zlatanova, 2009b) for automatic 

generation of buildings in CityGML using BIM based on definition of building 

semantics and components. 

 Extended discussion such as the conceptual requirements discussion by (Nagel et 

al., 2009b) for converting CityGML to IFC models, and the Application Domain 

Extensions (ADE) proposed by (Van Berlo, 2009) for integrating Building 

Information Model (BIM) data based on the open standard Industry Foundation 

Classes (IFC) into CityGML. 

 Commercial software products and conversion tools IFC to CityGML such as 

IfcExplorer (IFCExplorer, 2010) and FME (Safe Software, 2010) 

 

*** These attempts and their corresponding research approaches are further 

described and discussed in chapter 4. 

 

These research approaches are focused on; (a) unidirectional conversion, (b) 

discussion about what should be done in terms of integration, (c) down-grading IFC 

to lower level of detail (LODs) in CityGML or (d) discussion of the rich semantics 

of IFC. A complete approach that fully integrates or supports an automatic 

conversion between both (CityGML and IFC) is currently still lacking. The purpose 

of this study is therefore to propose a meta-oriented approach that can be used for 

full integration of IFC and CityGML so that IFC can be traced to CityGML and 

vice versa.  

 

 
 
 

Figure-1:  CityGML and IFC Areas 
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1.4 Delimitation 
 

Although the study focuses on the use of interoperability between IFC and 

CityGML, it is recognised that a number of issues that are not explicitly raised in 

the current research have an impact on the research problem. Whereas the reference 

ontology in this study is defined as a more expressive reference ontology for IFC 

and CityGML semantic models, the unified model is defined as a superset model 

that is extended to contain all the features and objects from both IFC and CityGML 

building models. The limitations of the current study are as below: 

 

 The proposed unified model is only proposed for the building models for 

constructed parts, and does not include other models in the CityGML (such as 

internal installations and furniture) or IFC (such as heating and internal utilities).   

 The reference ontology is not sufficiently tested for the intended integration 

through meta-standard. 

 The proposed unified building model is tested only on the Norrtälje Hospital 

building. It should be tested on several other buildings for conversion between 

CityGML and IFC. 

 A full implementation of the UBM and reference ontology would help in the 

evaluation process of the proposed model together with testing how data can be 

stored and transferred between different formats. 

 

The identified limitations are also our future research directions. 
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2.0 RESEARCH METHOD 
 

To achieve its aim and objectives, the research adopts a deductive approach as the 

main method for its organisation of the necessary stages. For managing its 

deliverable contribution in terms of the reference ontology and unified building 

model, however, the thesis adopts design science research methodology. This 

chapter starts with a research approach as an introduction to the information 

systems discipline. The research approach is followed by the research process 

explaining how the design research is performed in the study. The chapter ends by 

describing the methodological stages of the research presenting different parts of 

the thesis.  
 

2.1 Information Systems Research Approach 
 
Research in the information systems discipline includes two different technological 

and non-technological settings. As these two settings deal respectively with two 

different paradigms, computerised systems and human organisations, they also call 

for different research methods. Hevner et al. (2004) argue that these two paradigms 

characterise most of the research in information systems into behavioural science 

and design science researches.  
 

In behavioural science, on the one hand, information systems are seen as an 

extension of social science because they develop and verify theories that explain or 

predict human and organisational behaviours. It has its roots in natural science and 

surrounds the design, implementation, use, analysis and management of 

information systems (DeLone & McLean, 1992, 2003; Seddon, 1997). On the other 

hand, information systems in design science are seen as a technical tool that 

extends human and organisational capabilities by developing new innovative 

artefacts. Design science has its roots in engineering and the sciences of the 

artificial (Simon, 1996) and seeks to solve problems ranging from defining ideas, 

guiding practices and improving technical capabilities to delivering new products 

(Denning, 1997; Tsichritzis, 1998). 
 
As the main research science in this thesis is design science, the following 

discussion has a focus on design science research. In design science, the process of 

developing an artefact has two main sub-processes, building and evaluation. There 

are, however, four different types of artefacts, constructs, models, methods, and 

instantiations (March & Smith, 1995).  
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 Constructs: these are conceptual vocabulary and symbols of a domain language 

that provides concepts of definitions and communication for solving problems 

(Schön, 1983). 

 Models: these are abstractions and representations of a particular class of user 

requirements. They usually use constructs and their relationships for representing 

a real world situation (Simon, 1996). 

 Methods: these are algorithms and practices that define steps for effective 

development practices for solving problems. They provide guidelines on how to 

search for the solution to a problem (Marakas & Elam, 1998; Sinha & Vessey, 

1999). 

 Instantiations: these are implemented and prototype systems that define a type 

of system solution. They also show the implementation feasibility of constructs, 

models or methods in an operationalised working system (Weber, 2003). 

 

The main goal of the thesis is to integrate IFC and CityGML building models. This 

is done by designing a unified building model based on an ontology engineering 

method. The design of the unified building model includes development of a 

conceptual model and methods for describing, classifying, storing and managing 

the spatial objects of buildings in 3D city models. Additionally, an implementation 

of the model and the building of its data base schema are required processes. 

Furthermore, an evaluation process is required for testing and improving the model 

performance. Therefore this research fully observes the premises of design science 

research. The following subsection explains in detail all the research steps carried 

out in performing the research process.  
 

2.2 Research Process 
 
Different researchers have contributed towards grouping and definition of design 

science activities. Takeda et al. (1990) proposed a foundation of the design cycle by 

identifying five activities during the design research process. These activities have 

been consolidated by other activists in the design research field. Figure-2 shows the 

consolidation of these five activities adopted from Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2007). 

The five activities are firmly linked with the design science in the thesis as follows: 

 

Awareness of the Problem. Hevner et al. (2004) argue that in design science real 

world problems are meant to be solved. It is during this phase that the research 

problem should be studied and its objects compared with different specifications 

that might have impact on the research problem. IFC and CityGML standards have 

been studied and their models and applications have been explored. In this phase, 

the focus is on only the building models of IFC and CityGML.  
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Suggestion. According to Hevner et al. (2004), there are always different design 

alternatives for the same problem. The aim in this phase is to suggest different 

alternatives for a solution to the research problem and to suggest key concepts for 

solving it. For better understanding of the building models, building models have 

been divided into models for existing buildings and models for new and in-design 

buildings. Different approaches have been studied and investigated. The focus was 

on solving the semantic difference problem between IFC and CityGML standards. 

A unified model approach has been proposed for solving this problem through an 

ontology-based method. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure-2: Research Process 

Source:  Adapted from Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2007) 

 
 
 
Development. Hevner et al. (2004) suggest that a viable artefact should be clearly 

produced in the design science research. The aim in this phase is to produce 

tentative architecture of the artefact proposed in the suggestion phase. Given the 

key concepts defined in the suggestions phase, it is important to construct 

candidates for the problem by using the design knowledge required for the 

suggested artefact. This aim was fulfilled in the thesis research by proposing a 

unified building model. Based on the reference ontology concept with more 
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expressive terminology than IFC and CityGML, the unified building models 

embraces all concepts from both IFC and CityGML standards.  

 

Evaluation. According to Hevner et al. (2004), the designed artefact in design 

science research should be rigorously evaluated as regards the applicability of its 

utility, quality and efficiency. The evaluation in this thesis is twofold. First, a two-

stage method for the integration of IFC and CityGML was proposed for evaluating 

the bidirectional conversion between IFC and CityGML. Different semantic rules 

were suggested for this purpose and a further demonstration given in a case study 

of Norrtälje City Hospital in the north of Stockholm, Sweden. Second, an 

evaluation of the unified building model is planned by implementing the model and 

constructing the reference ontology on a chosen ontology language. This latter 

evaluation constitutes an extension of the current study and forms part of future 

research. 

 

Conclusion. Hevner et al. (2004) claim that the aim of an effective design science 

is to provide a clear and verifiable contribution in the research area of the design 

artefact, its foundations or its methodologies. In this phase, it is important to decide 

how the designed artefact can be adopted and what modifications to its objects are 

required.The proposed reference ontology and its unified building model are 

currently being presented in scientific and academic meetings and receiving very 

useful comments and feedback. The next stage is for the design artefact to be 

implemented in different case studies to test its effectiveness and efficiency as a 

verifiable contribution. 
 

2.3 Methodological Stages in the Research 
 

For systematic understanding of the research problem and to organise its study and 

deliverable outcome, the thesis applies five methodological steps as follows:  

 

Step-1. A literature review of both specifications, IFC and CityGML, and analysis 

of their general principles. This review ranges from the more general to the more 

specific levels. The purpose of this step is to highlight differences in concepts used 

by both standards, to provide descriptions of current trends, and to highlight critical 

areas in the relationship between IFC and CityGML in representing indoor and 

outdoor objects.  

 

Step-2. A quantitative approach reviews the different existing methods of 

integrating BIMs and GIS models in general and IFC and CityGML in particular. A 

database with existing buildings is studied and analysed in order to compare the 
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difficulties of integrating older databases and existing buildings as compared to 

new databases. The results from this phase are presented in Paper-I and 

highlighted as challenges when dealing with older building information databases.  

 

Step-3. An extended study on building information databases. The focus in this 

phase, however, is on studying how older building information databases can be 

prepared for integration in IFC and CityGML databases.  A geospatial 

interoperability model is therefore proposed to illustrate the integration conceptual 

framework. The results from this phase are presented in Paper-II. 

 

Step-4. In this phase, and after examination of different integration approaches, the 

research focuses on integrating IFC and CityGML through semantic mapping 

approach. As a result, an ontology engineering method is proposed. The thesis 

presents this method only for the building models of IFC and CityGML. Future 

studies may include all the IFC and CityGML models. Paper-III presents the 

results of this phase. 

 

Step-5. The research ends by proposing integration and conversion methods for 

IFC and CityGML based on a unified-model approach. Using a case study for a 

hospital building located in Norrtälje City Hospital in the north of Stockholm, this 

phase presents the bidirectional conversion between IFC and CityGML in different 

levels of detail (LODs).  The results and analysis of this phase are presented in 

Paper-IV.  
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3.0 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
 

3.1 Geometric versus Semantic Models 
 

Geospatial applications are often based on spatial objects as well as topological 

relationships. This information is usually classified in two sets that can be defined 

as the following models: 

 

 Geometric model that defines the geometric objects and elements types. 

 Semantic model that defines entities and their non-spatial characteristics and 

relationships among the entities. 

  

Geometric models consist of different spatial objects (points, linestrings, etc.) with 

the representation of their properties. This representation is usually based on 

standards such as ISO 19107 ‘Spatial Schema’ (Herring, 2001) or specific 

geometric models. Semantic models, however, consist of class definitions for the 

representation of spatial objects within the virtual 3D city models. They also 

specify spatial relationships with other objects and parts in applications like 

buildings, digital terrain models (DTMs), water bodies, transportation networks, 

vegetation and city furniture.  

 

There are several ways to acquire such information about buildings and the 

geospatial environment (Gröger et al., 2007). On the one hand, geometric 

information can be obtained from different CAD drawings, measuring buildings by 

laser-scanning methods, surveying, and photogrammetric techniques. On the other 

hand, semantic information can be obtained from CAD drawings or inspection 

techniques.  

 

Most geometric information about buildings, until recent years, was modelled by 

CAD models in two or three dimensions and was not feature-oriented. In such 

environments, semantic representation was not the focus. This situation is radically 

changing, however, thanks largely to the initiatives of product lifecycle 

management (PLM) in production management and building information 

modelling (BIM) in the AEC industry (Isikdag & Zlatanova, 2009b). 

 

When it comes to outside the buildings, geospatial models have become important 

for modelling the world around us. Geospatial information systems are used to 

model spatial objects that already exist in urban and regional areas. In contrast to 

CAD models, they use simplified methods in order to represent a large number of 
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spatial objects. These methods are usually simple geometric representation in 2D or 

2.5D. Different geometries including building parts may be represented by 

sweeping and boundary representation (BRep) methods (Isikdag & Zlatanova, 

2009a). 
 

3.2 Building Information Modelling 
 

A building information model (BIM) describes buildings with respect to their 

geometric and semantic properties. A BIM may therefore be defined as a digital 

representation of the physical and functional characteristics of buildings and their 

surrounding environment (Isikdag & Zlatanova, 2009a). The logical structure and 

well-defined meaning of spatial objects of a building make it possible to go beyond 

visualisation. Therefore, BIM is standing today as a very important tool for sharing 

information and facilitating important decisions about buildings during their 

lifecycle (NBIMS, 2006). Through BIM, the aim of an NBIMS Project initiative is 

to make collaboration possible between all stakeholders at different phases of the 

lifecycle of buildings. This creates an informative and more professional 

environment for updating building information and responding fast to any intended 

actions.  

 

In constructing BIM models a great amount of manual work is involved. They can 

be created by architects or civil engineers in the planning or constructing phases. 

Since BIM is a fairly new concept, BIM models are not widely available for older 

buildings. Most of the BIM models today are available for only newly planned or 

recently constructed buildings. 

 

Different work has been done to define the concepts of BIM models. They have 

been classified according to different software vendors who deal with the building 

industry into the transitional approach and central project database approach 

(Howell & Batcheler, 2005): 

 

Transitional Approach. The building model is divided into groups of objects. 

These groups can be aggregated to form the complete view of a building. 

 

Central Project Database Approach. A central database is used to store a building 

model. The advantage of this approach is that the building of model parts can be 

organised and managed in one central database, although any modification or error 

appears in the whole model. 
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Additional to this classification, Isikdag et al. (2007) specify the general 

characteristics of BIM as follows: 

 

1. Object-oriented: BIMs are mostly developed in an object-oriented fashion 

in order to facilitate the navigation and tracing processes through the model 

parts. 

2. Data-rich/comprehensive: BIMs cover physical and functional 

characteristics of building parts. Therefore, they are data-rich and 

comprehensive.  

3. Three-dimensional. In contrast to CAD, BIMs always represent geometries 

of buildings and their spatial objects in three dimensions. 

4. Spatially-related. Spatial relationships between building elements are 

maintained in the 

BIMs in a hierarchical manner (allowing for several representations such as 

constructive 

solid geometry, sweeping and boundary representations), 

5. Rich in semantics. BIMs are designed at the building scale. Therefore, they 

maintain a large amount of detail and semantic information about building 

parts and spatial relationships between their elements. 

6. BIMs support view generation. BIMs usually have different views of the 

building based on user needs. These views can be generated from the base 

information model and can also be aggregated to form the bigger model as 

well.  

 

One of the most developed and established semantic models that implements BIM 

concepts is the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC).  Today, there are several 

CAD/AEC applications (such as Archicad, AutoCAD and Bentley MicroStation) as 

well as business analysis applications (such as SAP 2000) that have the abilities to 

import and export their internal models according to the IFC standard (Isikdag & 

Zlatanova, 2009a). 

 

3.3 Geospatial Information Modelling  
 

Geospatial information systems are used to model spatial objects that already exist 

in urban and regional areas. No  more than a few years ago, geospatial information 

systems were totally different from their shape today. As their main purpose was to 

define the urban and regional scale, geospatial models did not focus much on 

details. Today, however, it is very important to model different focused areas 

around and between buildings in the streets as well as urban furniture. Therefore a 

real 3D representation is a definite requirement compared with the 2D/2.5D 
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representation in the last decade. Following this change, two key issues need to be 

considered in representation of the urban environment in 3D. First, more advanced 

building geometric information models should be constructed and, second, 

integration rules and framework between building models and the geospatial 

environment models should be developed (Nagel et al., 2009a).  

 

As a result of the fast technological development in the last decade, geospatial 

models have become increasingly important for modelling the world around us. 

Applications for regional or urban areas require the modelling of vast areas. 

Therefore, geospatial models use simplified but efficient geometric methods in 

order to represent a large number of spatial objects. They usually use simple 

geometric representation for building parts and spatial objects by sweeping and 

boundary representation (BRep) methods (Isikdag & Zlatanova, 2009a). 

 

One of the major difficulties in geospatial information modelling is the collection 

of data for vast regional and urban areas. Different approaches have been found in 

the literature dealing with the acquisition of sufficient data for building geospatial 

models. Some of them are explained below: 

  

 The first approach deals with measuring existing objects and constructing 3D 

models. Information about existing spatial objects including buildings can be 

collected from single or multiple sources and 3D models can then be 

generated according to the application needs.  For accurate measurement, 

different techniques can be used such as 3D laser scanning technology and 

photogrammetry (Tao, 2006). 

 The second approach deals with converting CAD 3D as well as 2D building 

models into geospatial models. This approach is about the direct integration of 

CAD and GIS/Geospatial Information Systems in the target area.  

 The third approach is to obtain a simplified image (geometric and semantic) of 

building models from the existing BIM models. As BIMs are built in an 

object-oriented environment, this approach is viable through applying 

different queries in building models to get the required details at the geospatial 

level. The major challenge to this approach is the need for complete BIMs for 

the target areas, which are usually very time-consuming and expensive. 
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3.4 CityGML 

3.4.1 What is CityGML? 
 

Following the need for an open standard for a wide use of urban applications, 

CityGML has been developed as a common semantic information model 

representing different 3D urban and geographical objects that can be shared among 

different applications (Gröger et al., 2007). CityGML has been developed as an 

open data model with XML-based format that can be used for storing and 

exchanging virtual 3D objects and city models among applications. As an open 

standard, it has been implemented as an application schema for the Geography 

Markup Language 3 (GML3), the extendible international standard for spatial data 

exchange developed and issued by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC, 1994-

2010) and the ISO TC211. 

 

CityGML also goes beyond the representation of only graphical appearance and 

specifies classes and relations for the most relevant topographical objects in cities 

and urban models. It specifies ‘City’ to include not just its built structures, but also 

its elevation, vegetation, water bodies and more physical objects. Thus, CityGML 

allows sophisticated analysis, overlay tasks, decision support and thematic 

inquiries. Moreover, it represents semantic, thematic, taxonomical and aggregation 

properties of the models (Kolbe & Bacharach, 2006). 

3.4.2 Rationale of CityGML 
 

The development of CityGML aimed in the first place to improve the 

interoperability of 3D urban modelling. In this instance, the purpose of CityGML is 

mainly to contribute towards common understanding and data sharing of different 

3D models among a wide network of vendors and users. The rationales of 

CityGML development are: 

 

 Examining the possibilities of establishing a common standard and specification 

of the basic entities, attributes, and relations of a 3D city model. This can greatly 

help in cost-effective sustainable maintenance of 3D city models. It also allows 

the reuse of the same data in different application fields.  

 As an open standard, CityGML allows for users’ contribution and common 

development of the standard with high creativity and adaptation to local uses. 

This encourages and advances the creation of spatial pattern languages for 

repeated scenarios and solutions, which are of great importance in the GIS and 

built environment fields. 
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 Through common models, the development of CityGML is intended to provide 

important information for different aspects of crisis and disaster management. It 

can provide up-to-date as well as flexible access to 3D city models from 

different sources, authorities and organisations at the local, regional and global 

levels according to need in the case of crisis or disaster outbreak (Bishr, 1998; 

Kolbe & Gröger, 2004). 

3.4.3 Current Problems in Integrating Different 3D City Models 
 

In recent years, different cities, authorities and companies have shown great interest 

in building virtual 3D city models. Some of these experiments have been applied 

for an increasing number of tasks related to environmental simulations, such as 

crisis and disaster management, urban planning, architecture, mobile 

telecommunications and real estate applications. The experiments often focus on 

the representation of spatial and geographical objects represented in the urban area. 

Other experiments have focused more on applications related to visualisation of 

these objects without representing their attribute data or the relations among them. 

Examples of such applications are tourism, leisure activities, modelling and 

training simulations (Shiode, 2001; Döllner et al., 2006; Gröger  et al., 2007).  

 

In spite of the large number of existing 3D city models and urban applications, 

there are some common problems that make the integration of these models 

difficult.  

 

 Different organisations: these 3D models have been produced by different 

companies, authorities, universities or even cities which makes integration 

difficult when everyone has their own interests. In most cases, they have a 

limited budget which controls and guides their targets. 

 Different schemas: according to the differences in production and 

development systems, these models have different formats and schemas 

which make integration more difficult compared with developing models and 

their applications. 

 Different geometric models: given the differences in scope, targets and 

conditions of these models, their applications result in different 

representations of geometry according to their requirements (visualisation, 

queries, analyses, etc). 

 Lack of semantic notions: according to the differences in geometries, these 

models and applications show in some cases (especially visualisation 

models) the lack of semantic notions (definitions/concepts) since they are not 

required for the visualising process.  
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 Lack of interoperability: the models have been developed in different 

languages and use tools which obviously show clear differences in formats, 

protocols, formalisations, notions and semantics. Uniform access to the 

models is also difficult to achieve. 

 

It is believed that an increases use of standards, such as CityGML, will reduce 

these problems. 

3.4.4 General Characteristics of CityGML 

 

The development of CityGML has considered technical aspects.  Therefore, its 

design is based on common definitions among most of the available 2D and 3D city 

modelling applications. Having a deep understanding of other vector- and raster-

based applications, CityGML implements several new concepts that help in 

achieving good levels of functions and consistence of interoperability.  

 

 

(A) Multi-scale Modelling (Levels of detail) 
 

CityGML is designed in different five levels of detail (LOD), which are used to 

represent city model objects according to the details level required in different 

applications or projects. LODs are numbered from LOD0 to LOD4 (Figure-3) and 

they have different accuracies and minimum object dimensions for each level of 

detail. They constitute an efficient way of visualising objects and data analysis in 

different scales. Therefore, an object can be represented in more than one level of 

detail. Additionally, different LODs of the same city objects can be combined and 

integrated in a single application. 
 

LOD0 has the fewest details and can be used for representing big or less detailed 

objects like the Digital Terrain Model. LOD1 is usually used for building block 

models where only the mass representation of buildings or other objects is required. 

In LOD2, different structures can be differentiated (roofs, surfaces, materials, 

vegetation, etc.). LOD3 is considered as the architectural level where more details 

of different buildings and objects can be represented and differentiated with high-

resolution textures (wall and roof structures, windows, doors, balconies, etc.). 

Furthermore, details of vegetation, relations between walkers, cyclists and cars, and 

transportation objects can be represented in this level of detail. In the last and most 

detailed level, LOD4 adds more detailed objects to link exterior and interior 

designs of buildings. It deals with rooms, partitions, interior doors, stairs, furniture, 

electricity units, ventilation units and decorative parts. 
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Figure-3: The Five Levels of Detail (LOD) in CityGML 

Source:  OGC (2010) 

 

 

(B) Coherent Semantic-Geometrical Modelling  
 

As mentioned earlier, CityGML is represented by two models, semantic and 

geometry models. In the semantic model, the real world is represented and 

described by objects and features such as lands, buildings and streets. They are 

described in details in terms of their components and attributes that define the 

relations among them and their aggregation hierarchies. In the geometrical or the 

spatial model, objects are represented by their links to spatial locations, other 

related objects or context (Stadler & Kolbe, 2007; Gröger et al., 2007).  

 

In this approach, a significant advantage can be seen in that the two models can be 

analysed, i.e. the semantic and geometric. They can be navigated separately in the 

same application or linked together when necessary. The two hierarchies are used 

in a coherent way and fit together. For example, a wall consisting of different units 

such as curved parts with window/s and door/s in the semantic modes has to have 

the corresponding geometric elements for its units, curved parts, windows/s and 

door/s. 
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(C) Closure Surfaces 
 

In most 3D modelling applications there is a common problem whereby objects 

intersect in the 2D view but not in the 3D. Examples of such objects are tunnels, 

pedestrian underpasses and underground railways. Such objects are open in reality, 

but they need to be closed when we compute their volumes in different 

applications, such as flood simulations, contamination areas caused by accidental 

breaks in utilities or pollution (Figure-4). This problem is solved by the 

ClosureSurface concept in CityGML. The concept is used to close open objects in 

order to compute their volumes and to avoid any holes in the digital terrain model. 

In visualisation applications, however, the entrances must be treated as open in 

order to simulate reality.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            

Figure-4: A Virtual ClosureSurface Seals the Entrance of a Pedestrian Passage (Left) and a 

Tunnel (Right) 

Source:  OGC (2010) 

 

(D) Terrain Intersection Curve (TIC) 
 

This characteristic explains one familiar technical problem which happens when 

the terrain model meets a 3D object with a different elevation (Z) level. In 

principle, a 3D object should fit on to the terrain model. If, however, the digital 

terrain model (DTM) and the 3D object are designed at different LODs or they are 

from different providers, then a crucial problem arises at the intersection between 

them (Kolbe & Gröger 2003).  

 

For this problem, the Terrain Intersection Curve (TIC) concept is employed to 

represent a more exact position and intersection points where the 3D object meets 

the terrain model (Figure-5). Furthermore, the TIC concept is used for matching all 

3D objects with their details in the same way as the digital terrain model (DTM) 
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when the terrain model is different from one LOD to another according the required 

details. 
 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure-5: TerrainIntersectionCurve for a Building (Left) and a Tunnel Object (Right). A 

Triangulated ClosureSurface Seals the Tunnel’s Hollow 

Source:  OGC (2010) 

 

(E) Dictionaries and Code Lists for Enumerative Attributes  
 

Like other applications, a CityGML-based 3D city model consists of objects as 

defined by class definitions. Consequently, these classes specify different attributes 

and corresponding domain values. In CityGML, valid domain values are specified 

as Code Lists and implemented by GML3 Dictionaries used for storing, assigning 

and validating the attributes (Cox et al., 2004).  

 

When an attribute is entered or modified (e.g. the function of the building), the 

attributes are checked with the corresponding Code List (e.g. residential, public, or 

industry). If the attribute name is typed as a string, in the wrong way or misspelled, 

the Code Lists and Dictionaries are used to ensure that the same names are used for 

the same perception. These lists can be extended or redefined by users and 

referenced to the models used in their applications. Additionally, different 

attributes and their values can be translated into and used in other languages. 

 

(F) External References  
 

3D city models are usually created or designed by different methods. Some of them 

may be created from scratch to create 3D objects with their attributes, whereas 

others are constructed from a 2D model or driven by an architectural design. In the 

latter type of applications, the model and its objects should be linked and 

referenced to the corresponding objects in the source or external dataset. This is 

crucial to enable different updates in the model when the dataset is changed. For 

example, the use of buildings or division of lands in the buildings information 
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system or different networks in the utilities can be changed. Therefore, in its 

generic concept of external referencing, CityGML has the capability to link every 

CityObject to corresponding objects in external information systems for ongoing 

changes in the model. 

 
 

Figure-6: Examples of External References to a Building Database 

Source:  OGC (2010) 

 

(G) City Object Group 
 

CityGML has the ability to link and aggregate different objects in the city model to 

a single group. Such grouping is based on user-defined criteria for common use, 

need or specific relation. One or more names can be assigned to the group to 

describe its use. For example, objects in a building (e.g. museum) can be linked 

together to define the tourist's path inside the building (passages, halls, stairs, 

ramps, rest-rooms, etc.). Furthermore, these objects can be grouped in different 

levels with nested groups to be used for different purposes. The tourist’s path can, 

for example, be linked with the emergency exits in the building to show evacuation 

scenarios or alert tourists in case of danger. 

 

(H) Appearances 
 

Appearance in CityGML is considered as a third component for the 3D city model 

beside the semantic and geometric model. It describes how to represent different 

physical/visual (e.g. building, transportation and landscape) and non-physical (e.g. 

infrared radiation or polluted areas) objects in the 3D model. The appearance 

controls the way in which an object is visualised, and it specifies the required 

details and textures in each LOD separately. 
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3.5  Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) 

3.5.1 What is IFC? 
 

IFC as it is today was originally generated from its use as Foundation Classes for 

the building Industry. In 1995, a European research initiative agreed to use IFC as a 

base for representing building industry-specific class diagrams (Karola et al., 

2002). These diagrams usually refer to a graphic representation of spatial objects 

and their relationships in a logical view of a system specification. It is a set of 

entities and their relationships representing a complex data schema.  

 

According to IAI, IFC define data elements that represent the parts of buildings and 

their spatial relations. In addition to this, they contain relevant information about 

the spatial extents of the parts. IFCs are used by different computer applications for 

facility modelling of buildings and sharing information of the models’ parts among 

participants (Barrett & Grobler, 2000). An IFC schema contains a class diagram 

that shows the relationship among its entities. It also has an interpretable 

description of the class diagram with certain constraints enabling the generation of 

executable codes which can be used in sharing information among several 

applications.  

 

Within the IFC domains it is important, to avoid any misunderstanding, to note that 

IFC is neither a software application nor a collection of software components. It is 

a schema that can be compiled into an executable code or a class library of a 

programming language that supports information sharing and representation. This 

represents clear evidence of the concept of IFC development as an open industry 

consortium rather than a commercial product for any company (Karola et al., 

2002). Different from other foundation classes, such as Microsoft Foundation 

Classes (MFC), IFC was not developed to provide reusable software components. 

Instead it provides an open industry-wide standard definition of data structures for 

the capture and exchange of information. 

 

3.5.2 Rationale of IFC 

 

As part of the BuildingSMART initiative, the purpose of IFC is to enable 

interoperability between AEC/FM (Tolk, 2006) software applications. 

 

 The IFC model has a modular structure that supports navigation between 

modules and systematic processing of different classes in different modules.  
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 The widely accepted international specifications and structural definitions of 

IFC can be used in developing core software that supports the sharing and 

exchanging of information among different applications. 

 Introducing an open standard that enables the development of more advanced 

applications and shared solutions apart from the pressure of different 

software vendors. 

 Increasing users’ knowledge about processes in the construction domains by 

sharing their models, applications and solutions. This also helps different 

organisations to have a common standard for use in case of emergencies or 

crises and faster response in terms of actions such as reusing buildings, 

evacuating people or facilitating transportation of equipment. 
 

3.5.3 Basic Principles in the IFC Schema 
 

In the development of the IFC schema, two main categories of principles were 

designed according to the basic requirement of the modelling process and model 

classes. These categories are: 

 

(A) Architectural Principles 
 

These principles focus on the basic requirements of the IFC model for exchanging 

information and supporting different applications. The schema architecture of IFC 

uses these principles for governing its organisation and structure. These principles 

are: 

 the IFC model has a modular structure supporting navigation and systematic 

processes performance, 

 the schema provides a framework that supports the sharing of information 

among different applications and disciplines within the AEC/FM industry 

itself, 

 the model should always be subject to maintenance and continued 

development, 

 the model should support the reuse of its components in different 

applications and allow the creation of patterns for repeated solutions, 

 the model should enable different software vendors to reuse the software 

components, and 

 the model should be flexible and dynamically updated to support 

compatibility between different standard releases. 

 

To support these principles, the IFC schema architecture has been designed so as to 

have four different hierarchical levels. Each level has a conceptual layer as an 
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‘individual schema’ defining the modularity of the structure (Figure-7). These 

layers are: 

 

1. The highest level is the domain level which defines different domains in the 

AEC industry. These domains vary according to the required data for 

different fields such as electricity, structural elements, facility management, 

building controls, etc.  

2. The second level has a set of individual schemas defining the interoperability 

and information exchange among different applications. It defines abstract 

and leaf-node classes representing common concepts across multiple 

applications and their industry domains. 

3. The third level is designed as the core level which has the kernel and other 

core extensions. It has entities and roots for all classes defined in the higher 

levels.  

4. The fourth level is the resource level. It provides all resource classes used in 

the higher levels’ classes and inherited from them to be locally used without 

global definitions. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure-7: IFC Architecture Layers 

Source:  Adapted from IAI (2010) 
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(B) Schematic Principles 
 

These principles have been designed for managing the referencing process in the 

domain layer. They have been created as ‘common concepts’ for the 

interoperability purposes among different applications, and have been designed in 

the core layer for organising referencing of classes and resources (See Figure-7).  

 at the resources level, resource classes can only reference or use other 

resources.  

 at the core level, core classes may use other core classes in a limited way; 

however, they can reference the classes in the lower resource levels without 

limitation. They may not reference or use classes from the higher levels of the 

interoperability or domain industries. 

 within the core layer itself, Core classes have a higher level. Therefore, they 

can reference or use the Kernel classes, but not the opposite.  

 at the Interoperability level, the classes can reference or use other classes from 

the Core or the Resource layers, but not from the Domain level. 

 at the Domain level, all classes can be referenced or used from other levels or 

within the Domain level itself. 
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4.0  INTEGRATION OF IFC AND CITYGML 
 

An increased demand for modelling our built environment has been observed in the 

last few years. This demand is a result of the need for merging outdoor and indoor 

applications for different purposes of visualisation as well as applications related to 

crises, planning, construction, 3D cadastre, and others. Different attempts have 

been observed in the last few years to design methods and tools that allow 

integration of GIS models and BIMs models. Professionals of both domains believe 

in the complementariness of the two models.  

 

The basic concept of both models is object representation in geometric and 

semantic models. Geometric and semantic models may be observed separately in 

the design phase but they are integrated for representing different spatial objects in 

the built environment. Whereas the semantic model consists of the class definitions 

and relationships for spatial features and objects, geometric models treat geometric 

representation and spatial relationships among spatial objects and their properties 

(Bishr, 1998; Kolbe & Gröger, 2004). 

 

For the time being, it seems that the best approach for the intended integration is to 

harmonise the semantic models of the two domains (Van Oosterom et al., 2006). 

This will allow for formal mapping of their models. A large number of different 

geometry models have been developed in different applications of both domains 

but relatively few semantic models have been developed. This is because of the 

great effort needed in modelling the spatial environment and its objects with 

different scenarios and changes over different areas and constructions (Isikdag & 

Zlatanova, 2009b).  

 

Cities and buildings have been the core of built environment applications. 

Therefore, a clear focus, in the last several years, has been on developing semantic 

models for representing spatial objects of cities and elements of buildings. IFC and 

CityGML are two examples of the most developed and established semantic 

models for indoor (building elements) and outdoor (built environment around 

buildings) respectively. Different researches and projects have shown that the 

models can be integrated and information can be exchanged between them. 

Different methods, techniques and even software have already been discussed and 

partially developed for that purpose. There is, however, a clear lack of a descriptive 

framework for automatic conversion or transformation of information between the 

two domains (Zlatanova et al., 2006). 
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4.1 Why 3D is Important 
 

In the last few years, an immense increase in the demand and use of 3D spatial 

information and applications has been witnessed. Technological development has 

pushed towards changing from 2D to 3D. The interest in 3D geographic tools is 

growing. Most large GIS vendors have shown interest and taken part in the 3D 

development, not only for visualisation purposes. The majority of large software 

vendors in the built environment software field have announced extended 3D 

functionalities. Examples of these companies are Oracle within database 

technology (Oracle Spatial 11g), ESRI within GIS Technology (ArcGIS 10 with its 

extensions) and Safe Software Inc. within spatial data processing (FME). 

 

The new trend towards 3D data has brought new challenges to deal with. Examples 

of these challenges are collecting 3D data, using 3D data in useful applications and 

analyses and integrating 3D spatial data from different sources and fields. 

Compared with 2D, 3D data integration is more complex and has more 

heterogeneity challenges. Also, GIS and BIMs in general lack any common data 

models that can be used for representing spatial objects in their 3D spatial 

relationships. Therefore, it is difficult for the two domains to be presented in the 

same application without any conversion methods and techniques. In sum, two 

main problems can be observed in the 3D domain: (a) the data models and formats 

are often domain specific, and (b) the semantic models of GIS and BIMs domains 

are not compatible at the same level of detail. They have, for instance, different 

rules for representing relationships among spatial objects in the 3D models 

(Groneman & Zlatanova, 2004). 
 

4.2 Motivation of Geospatial Interoperability  
 

Geospatial interoperability is generally defined as the ability of two or more 

systems or components to exchange information and use the information for 

achievement of an objective (Tolk et al., 2006). It is therefore seen as a common 

understanding and data sharing of different geospatial objects and 3D models, 

among a wide network of applications and software. Authors like (Tolk, 2006), 

emphasise the increasing capabilities of interoperation of applications by defining it 

on seven levels (Figure-8).  

 

In this thesis, the intention is to examine geospatial interoperability between 

CityGML and IFC, in order to orchestrate them in a common application for indoor 

and outdoor spatial objects. 
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Figure-8: Levels of Interoperability 

Source: Tolk (2006) 
 

Interoperability, in this thesis, deals with syntactic, semantic and pragmatic levels 

(levels 2, 3 and 4 in Figure-8). 

 

 Syntactic Interoperability (Level 2) defines protocols and common formats 

for exchanging information. A pre-request is that both systems should have 

the same data structure. Examples of common protocols and formats are 

HTTP and XML respectively. 

  

 Semantic Interoperability (Level 3) requires a common information reference 

for the same object. Not only should the structure be the same, but the 

meaning of the concepts used (e.g. building) should also be the same. 

 

 Pragmatic (or Schema) Interoperability (Level 4) is higher than the above-

mentioned two levels and it defines a common data model following the 

same semantics by identifying the same methods and procedures of both 

systems. 

 

The motivations of interoperability between CityGML and IFC may be illustrated 

by presenting its advantages at operational and strategic levels. At operational 

level, the advantages for interoperability of CityGML and IFC are as follows: 
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 Cost reduction. It is very expensive, in terms of time and effort, to generate and 

collect spatial data. Therefore it is not possible for all the organisations that need 

such data to build applications owing to the lack of data. This prevents 

organisations from extending their applications; for instance, from covering 

wider areas or to go detailed from outdoor to indoor objects. By interoperating, 

organisations can share the cost, time and effort consumed in generating and 

collecting spatial data.   

   

 Unified data-view. Conventionally, organisations do not have complete spatial 

datasets at all levels of detail of an area. Therefore, it is not possible to get a 

unified view of the entire area. This hinders development of a common 

application and it restricts the ability of multilevel analysis, i.e. navigating 

through different levels of object-details. By interoperating, decision-makers can 

get an integrated view of outdoor and indoor objects for comprehensive analysis.  

 

 Same tools for outdoor and indoor. Interoperability of IFC and CityGML 

makes it worth thinking about potential development of tools and techniques for 

unified urban applications including outdoor and indoor spatial objects. 

 

At strategic level, some advantages for interoperability of CityGML and IFC are as 

follows: 

 

 Crisis management. In the absence of interoperability, it is difficult to make 

collaborative decisions in a crisis outbreak, because several heterogeneous 

systems, formats, applications, views and understandings of a situation are 

available. This heterogeneity hinders the sharing of information between 

different authorities in the region and hence hinders fast responses that are 

required in managing the crisis. Interoperating means common understandings 

can be created and collaborative actions and responses can be launched.    

  

 Increased analysis capabilities. Indoor and outdoor are naturally integrated 

with each other in the real world. Most current applications are developed for 

either outdoor modelling or indoor industrial construction, however. Therefore 

comprehensive analysis is hindered. Interoperability means requirements for 

analysis can be fulfilled regardless of spatial objects’ classification, i.e. indoor or 

outdoor.   
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4.3 Hindrance of Transformation Process 
 

Unlike BIMs models, GIS models were originally based on semantic concepts for 

representing spatial objects in a built environment application. With the needs for 

semantic models for building elements, different models of BIMs have been 

developed to include both geometric as well as semantic models. The models of 

both domains, GIS and BIMs, contain now geometric and semantic representation 

and concepts of object oriented data structure. However, it is still not an easy task 

to integrate them or transfer data from one model to the other due to the existence 

of a number of hindrances. 

 

 GIS and BIMs models are developed for different purposes and to serve 

different areas of interest. Their developers came from different fields and 

different backgrounds. As a result, there is a technology barrier between the 

two domains to smoothly bring both standards together. The barriers also 

prevent the two standards to be automatically transferred to each other in the 

construction process and urban management process during application 

phases. 

 

 Most of the existing BIMs models fit perfectly with the integration 

conditions if the model is created from scratch during the design process. 

Most buildings, however, were built many years ago. This makes it difficult 

to construct clear and complete models for existing buildings. 

 

 Most of the BIMs models come from CAD files which, in most cases, lack 

object definitions. A semantic enrichment of such CAD files is needed in 

order to model them in BIM and then integrate them. 

 

 There are usually different representations of spatial objects in different 

levels of detail (LODs) according to the application’s scale. These LODs 

range from the regional level (lowest LOD) where zoning maps represent the 

built-up areas, to the highest LOD where building details and furniture are 

included in every single building. Different GIS applications and models 

today are concerned about LOD even in a single project, whereas BIMs are 

concerned with the details and measurements of single buildings. Every 

single object in BIMs can be represented in two, three or even more different 

objects in different LODs. This makes it difficult to automate the conversion 

process between GIS and BIMs, and it is a time-consuming process even 

when the people involved understand their task. 
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 The integration process requires, in most real applications, the 

transformation of local coordinates of BIMs, which usually come from CAD, 

into geodetic reference system and projection system. 

 

 CAD capabilities, however, are more developed than GIS for modelling 

complex parametric shapes. These shapes cannot easily be modelled as or 

converted into GIS geometries. 

 
4.4  Existing Approaches to Integration 

 

4.4.1  IFG Project (information in this section is adapted from IFG web 

sites and published documents) 

 

IFG stands for IFC for GIS. It is a project that was initiated in October 2003 by the 

Norwegian State Planning Authority (Statens Bygningstekniske Etat). The aim of 

the project was to make it possible to exchange building information between CAD 

systems and GIS using IFC. One of the main driving forces behind this project was 

to fulfil the business requirement emerging in the Statens Bygningstekniske Etat 

(better known in Norway as BE). The two main business themes were (IFG, 2007);  

 to store both building and geographic information in the same data storage 

system in order to retrieve, use and handle them together and do so faster, 

and 

 to support the development of planning and building processes by having 

access to both the CAD system of building details and GIS in order to study 

relationships with a building area or other buildings. 

 

To achieve the project’s goals, the focus was on the integration of GIS (in a central 

registry for building information and properties) with BIMs information (for the 

details of individual buildings). 

 

The IFC specification was used in this project to exchange information between the 

two systems. The intention was to use an existing and established environment. The 

project did not create complete geographical information inside the IFC. Instead, it 

used an existing model, GML, for providing the bridge and facilitating the mapping 

of information between AEC/FM and GIS. 

 

As a first step in the project, all IFC entities that support or might support GIS 

applications were identified in the IFC schema. The following steps mapped these 
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entities from IFC to GML schema, mapping positional data and adding 

infrastructure information (roads/services/adjacent buildings). 

 

The project team finally succeeded in creating a mapping specification from the 

XML version of IFG geometry to GML and vice versa. This specification can be 

used for transforming information from the IFC modelling system to GML.  

4.4.2  A 3D Conversion Framework Devised by the Technical University 

of Berlin  

 

A framework has been proposed by a research team led by Thomas Kolbe at the 

Technical University of Berlin for creating 3D models of buildings (Nagel et al., 

2009b). The framework consists of two steps: 

 

(1) 3D graphics/data of buildings and urban areas can be gathered from different 

sources. These data that are stored in formats such as X3D, DXF, KML and 

COLLADA are usually used for creating visualisation models. These models 

are intended to be integrated with semantic data that represent spatial 

contexts. What is needed in this phase is to create spatio-semantic models 

that allow semantic components to be to be linked with geometric 

components. In this phase, CityGML has been chosen as a target schema that 

presents an intermediate layer for the conversion process. 

(2) in the second step, the produced CityGML models are converted to IFC 

models. The framework draws attention to the similar concepts of both 

CityGML and IFC in the definition of building semantics and components 

(Benner et al., 2005; Isikdag & Zlatanova, 2009b). 

 

The proposed framework and its primary results draw on a number of 

potential advantages to the 3D city modelling field: 

 

 as both CityGML and IFC have the same notion of building semantics, it 

is more likely that the two systems can offer a knowledgebase for fast access 

and response in constructing building models and searching for building 

elements in constructed models. 

  

 a well-defined interface within the construction environment is supported 

by the framework, as CityGML is used as a very rich semantic model. This 

helps in linking and exchanging information without loss between the 3D 

visualised models (CAD and others) and the more sophisticated and detailed 

models of IFC (Figure-9). 
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Figure-9: The Proposed Two-Stage Framework 

Source:  Nagel et al. (2009b) 

 

4.4.3 Research on Conversion of IFC to CityGML 

 

A research project at the Research Centre Karlsruhe, Institute for Applied 

Computer Science and Hochschule Karlsruhe, University of Applied Sciences, 

Germany has been performed on the conversion of IFC to CityGML. The research 

was accomplished in 2006-07 and was aimed at developing an algorithm that 

allows the full automated transformation of IFC building models into CityGML 

models. The research focused as a first researchable step on only level of detail 

LOD1 and LOD2 of CityGML. The objective of the proposed algorithm is to create 

a geometrically and semantically valid representation of LOD1 which can also be 

applied in LOD2 (Nagel, 2007). 

 

As LOD1 is largely on an urban or regional scale, buildings have the following 

characteristics (Figure-10): 

 

 Block model 

 Prismatic buildings 
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 Approximated exterior shell 

o Flat roofs 

o No roof overhangs 

o No slab overhangs 

 

To fulfil the research task, the research team suggested the following steps: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure-10: The Proposed Transformation Model 

Source: Nagel (2007) 

 

Step 1: a simplification process should be performed for the semantic model level 

of buildings. This helps by focusing only on building elements that form the 

exterior shell (horizontal building elements e.g. IfcSlab), vertical building elements 

(e.g. IfcWall, IfcColumn, IfcBeam) and roof elements). The result of this step is a 

simplified view of the IFC building model. 

 

Step 2: two-dimensional approach. This approach focuses on projecting the 3D 

outer frame (silhouette) of each horizontal and vertical building element onto the x-

y plane. Building storeys are considered as a separate item in this projection in 

order to view and model all masses in the exterior facades. The result of this step is 

element-based contour polygons that show exterior boundaries of building stories.  

 

Step 3: determination of storey footprints. As a next step to step 2, all internal 

details of storeys are removed as they are not considered in the LOoD1. The storey 

footprints are made by merging all element-based contour polygons for each storey 

separately. Different Boolean operations are used for this process. The expected 

result from this step complements results from Step 2 by creating separate 

footprints for each storey of the buildings. 
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Step 4: linear extrusion of the 2D story footprint into 3D extruded solids. This step 

is made for each storey separately according to its height and design in the original 

model. The result is boundary surfaces for each building storey.  
 

Step 5: generalisation process for roofs and exterior walls. This step helps to reduce 

the complexity of exterior details of the model. 

 

Step 6: composition of the resulting parts from all steps. This step aims at 

collecting all footprints of storeys that have been created from their own boundary 

surfaces. The building in LOD1 or LOD2 is the result of this final step. 

 

In parallel with this research, commercial software for conversion from IFC to 

CityGML was initially developed in 2008 in the Research Centre Karlsruhe, 

Institute for Applied Computer Science, Germany.  The software is named 

IFCExplorer and it is intended for automatic conversion of an IFC model into 

CityGML in different LODs (IAI, 2008). 

 

4.4.4 Safe Software Inc. 

 

Safe Software Inc. provides different consulting services and applications that 

allow us to manage the exchange of spatial (geographic) as well as non-spatial data 

in more than 255 different formats.  The company’s core data transformation 

product is the feature manipulation engine (FME). FME is usually described as a 

spatial extract, transform, and load (ETL) tool. FME is a set of spatial ETL 

solutions for translating, transformation, integrating and distributing spatial and 

GIS data. 

 

Through the FME platform, CityGML is supported for both reading and writing 

(R/W). As yet, however, IFC is supported only for reading. There is a potential in 

the near future for supporting direct conversion of IFC to CityGML and vice versa 

(Safe Software, 2010). 

 

4.4.5 Framework for BIM (IFC) to CityGML Automatic Conversion - 

Research towards Defining a Framework for Automatic Generation 

of Buildings in CityGML Using Building Information Models 

(IFC) 

 

Isikdag and Zlatanova (2009b) propose the basis of a framework for automatic 

IFC-CityGML conversion. They argue that two steps are needed for this 

conversion; transformation of semantic information and transformation of 
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geometries. They also claim that the two steps cannot be performed separately, as 

the two models, CityGML and IFC, have very diverse objects/classes. Mapping of 

objects between the two models should be done very carefully as one object in one 

of them can be mapped to a number of objects in the other. They suggest important 

operations to be performed through the conversion process: 

 

 First of all, an understanding of semantic composition in both models should 

be defined through a set of rules for mapping classes. These rules should be 

clearly defined for every level of detail (LOD) of CityGML separately.  

 Based on the built-up rules, mapping of classes and objects can be facilitated 

through constructing needed algorithms for simplification of both models. 

 A desired LOD of an application should control the conversion process by 

defining all the information that needs to be transformed, and hence 

attributes of CityGML objects will also be constructed.  

 

The researchers describe their approach through examples of real conversions from 

IFC data to CityGML models in different LODs. They present a general overview 

of the transformation of both semantic and geometric information in each LOD. 

 
4.5 Summary of the Results of Existing Approaches  

 

The existing approaches discussed above show that the integration of IFC and 

CityGML is seen as a necessary step for getting a more complete picture of 3D 

modelling at different levels of detail. The result of this intended integration can be 

clearly seen in the sharing and exchanging of information between building 

industry objects (represented in IFC) and geospatial information environment 

(represented in CityGML).  

 

From a broad perspective, the work above can be classified in terms of framework 

development, discussions on requirements and development of conversion tools. 

The framework of the IFC for GIS (IFG) project (Section 4.4.1) aimed to exchange 

building information between CAD systems and GIS using IFC. The project 

succeeded in creating a mapping specification from an XML version of IFG 

geometry to GML and vice versa. Another framework was proposed by Nagel 

(2007) (Section 4.4.3) which aimed at producing algorithms that automatically 

transform IFC building models into CityGML models. Isikdag and Zlatanova 

(2009b) (Section 4.4.5) have extended Nagel’s framework by proposing a 

framework for automatic generation of buildings in CityGML using BIM and its 

building semantics and components. 
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Following the holistic view of 3D city modelling aspects, an extended discussion 

on conceptual requirements for converting CityGML to IFC models was proposed 

in 2009 by a team led by Thomas Kolbe at the Technical University of Berlin 

(Section 4.4.2). They proposed a framework that integrates 3D graphics/data of 

buildings and urban areas stored in (X3D, DXF, KML, COLLADA, etc.) with 

semantic data in a CityGML target schema.  

 

Additionally, a few conversion tools can be seen in this area. Léon (2009) 

demonstrated the latest application domain extension (ADE) which converts 

building information model (BIM) data based on the open standard IFC into 

CityGML (van Berlo, 2009). Not only research but commercial software products 

for conversion from IFC to CityGML (e.g. IfcExplorer (IFCExplorer, 2010) and 

Safe Software (Safe Software, 2010)) have also contributed to the development of 

3D city modelling integration.  

 

The contributions to the research area of IFC and CityGML integration can be 

summarised as:  

(a) an approach to a unidirectional conversion with a focus on converting 

geometries (mostly from IFC to CityGML, not the other way around),  

(b) a discussion about what should be done in terms of integration of theoretical 

frameworks, i.e. how it should be done is not sufficiently implemented yet,  

(c) focus on down-grading IFC to lower LODs in CityGML,  

(d) discussion on rich semantics of IFC and how it can be utilised for more 

detailed CityGML models. 

 

All previous efforts, however, contribute only partly towards a formal framework 

for the purely semantic and geometric conversion which is required for a complete 

bidirectional integration and conversion of IFC and CityGML as concluded by 

different researchers, such as (Benner et al., 2005; Isikdag & Zlatanova, 2009b; 

Nagel, 2009b). Therefore, the purpose of this thesis is to describe a unified model-

oriented approach that can be used for bidirectional conversion between IFC and 

CityGML. The proposed approach thereby contributes towards the increasing 

integration of CityGML and IFC to extend 3D city models’ applications.  
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5.0  RESULTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS 
 

Despite the existence of several integration approaches, most of the work in this 

field as discussed in the preceding sections has been done in the IFC-to-CityGML 

conversion side. This direction is easier than conversion from CityGML to IFC. 

The thesis therefore proposes a unified model approach for bidirectional conversion 

between IFC and CityGML and further integration of both IFC and CityGML. 

 

To fulfil the requirements for building a unified model for intended integration, 

older as well as newly built/planned buildings should be studied. The research has 

therefore begun by studying older buildings and their corresponding databases. The 

next subsection discusses how the thesis has approached older buildings followed 

by an explanation of the unified model approach to IFC and CityGML integration. 
 

5.1 Conceptual Model for Integration 
 

Unified applications are seen as necessary for increased globalisation and common 

problems. At the EU level, different initiatives, such as the Infrastructure for 

Spatial Information in the European Community (INSPIRE) directive (INSPIRE, 

2010), have suggested building common spatial applications for the EU countries. 

These applications (e.g. noise directive, construction products directive, energy 

performance, emergency, security and others) are seen as motivation for the 

integration of IFC and CityGML (Figure-11).  

 

On the IFC side (Figure-11), which considers indoor parts in the building industry, 

the IFC standard is seen as an entry point for different applications. The indoor 

objects are to be translated to the IFC standard through preparation of enriched 

databases. A large number of drawings, documents and CAD files are already 

available, however, on paper or stored in proprietary file formats. Converting this 

information into IFC might be a very time- and effort- consuming process.  

 

On the CityGML side (Figure-5), a number of databases are available that store 

information about outdoor spatial objects. These are usually modelled on GIS 

standards and presented in simple and separated applications covering small areas. 

At the initiation of the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) (OGC, 1994-2010), the 

development of Web Services (WS) is in progress for building an advanced 

collection of web services. These web services will contain data covering the whole 

of Europe, according to the INSPIRE directive (INSPIRE, 2010) and have different 

levels of detail for different applications and analyses. CityGML is seen as one 

component in the proposed model as it has been confirmed by the EU as one of the 
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European standards for spatial data infrastructure (SDI). This means that many 

European spatial datasets will be transferred by means of GML and CityGML 

formats. These datasets can be directly accessed from Web Feature Services (WFS) 

or converted from other GIS formats/databases. To what extent CityGML will be 

used in the future INSPIRE data specifications remains to be seen. 
 

 
 

Figure-11: Proposed Model for CityGML and IFC Integration 

 

5.2 Development of the UBM 
 

IFC and CityGML have apparent differences in their geometric models and 

semantics. Semantic differences present great challenges when interoperability is 

targeted. They make it difficult to obtain a direct matching of different objects from 

the two domains (Guarino, 1998). Ontologies model the communication between 

humans and they are formalised for communication between computers. They have 

recently been used for spatial information by specifying semantics of spatial objects 

and their interrelationships (Bittner et al., 2005). Different types of ontologies have 

been defined by different researchers (e.g. Copi, 1979; Gruber, 1993; Guarino, 

1998; Stuckenschmidt et al., 1999, 2004). Here, however, we define the most 

relevant ones from (Bittner et al., 2005) which are discussed in Paper-III. They 

define: 
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(a) logical-based ontologies which have direct interoperations between two 

integrated domains. 

(b) non-logical ontologies based on developing a standard that defines the 

meaning of terminologies used when two domains have substantial semantic 

differences. 

(c) reference ontologies based on developing a third more expressive 

terminology that intermediates the interoperability and transfer of 

information between two integrated domains. 

 

The integration of IFC and CityGML in the current thesis exactly follows the 

reference ontology concept. As there are substantial differences in semantics 

between IFC and CityGML domains, a more expressive terminology is an 

important alternative for their integration. The thesis therefore suggests an 

intermediate building model that includes concepts from both IFC and CityGML 

building models. The proposed model is here called the unified building model 

(UBM). The stages for developing the proposed UBM are discussed below. 
 

 
 

Figure-12: Steps for Developing the UBM 

 

Figure-12 shows existing standards and the CityGML building model in the dotted 

red box. The real steps done in the thesis are:  

 

(1) elicitation of IFC building model,  

(2) development of the UBM, and 

(3) bidirectional conversion between IFC and CityGML building models through 

the UBM. 
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To develop the IFC building model, different IFC concepts and efforts for 

constructing an IFC building model have been examined. As there is no universally 

accepted building model for IFC (Kolbe et al., 2008), an IFC building model was 

developed that was primarily based on the work done by the IAI and ISO in form 

of IFC standard documentation (IAI, 2010), ISO 16739 standard (ISO, 2010) and 

Benner et al. (2005). Important concepts have consequently been identified 

(Figure-13). Unified Modelling Language (UML) standard notations are used for 

developing the IFC building model. 
 

 
 

Figure-13: IFC Building Model 
 

For CityGML, a building model has been produced in the CityGML standard based 

on (ISO 19107) and (ISO 19109) and made available in the CityGML standard 

documentation (OGC, Open Geospatial Consortium). The building model (shown 

in Figure-14) is an excerpted version from the CityGML standard in which only the 

used conversion concepts to IFC are represented i.e. Building Furniture 

(BuildingFurniture), and Interior Building Installations (IntBuildingInstallation) 

are not represented. UML standard notations are also used for developing the 

CityGML building model. 
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Figure-14: CityGML Building Model 

 

 

5.3 The Reference Ontology and the UBM 
 

A unified model is defined in the current study as a superset model concept that is 

extended to contain all the features and objects from both IFC and CityGML 

building models. It then supports as an intermediate model for relating objects from 

both models. The unified model is derived from the superset concepts of 

mathematics of the 1970s devised by Thomas J. Jech and other researchers. It has, 

however, been developed and used in software engineering knowledge since the 

mid-1990s (Jech, 1971; Miguel et al., 2002).  

 

To build the UBM, all classes with their concepts were initially collected from both 

models but their relationships were omitted. Overlapping concepts were merged 

and new objects were created in such a way that both indoor and outdoor objects 

were captured. Finally, relationships between the objects were rebuilt to produce 

our UBM. Similarly to IFC and CityGML UML notations were used to represent 

its objects and the relationships between them. The model is also developed in 

different LODs that are represented in different colours in Figure-15. The details in 

LODs are considered to match those of CityGML and they can briefly be explained 

as follows: 
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- LOD0 represents a 2.5 dimensional digital terrain model (DTM) for a regional 

scale with built areas as blocks. 

- LOD1 is the first representation of single buildings. They appear only as blocks 

with flat roofs for all types of buildings as a basic level. 

- LOD2 represents single buildings with their roofs and exterior surfaces 

differentiated. External details attached to building facades also appear at LOD2.  

- LOD3 represents buildings in an architectural model with details of roofs, walls 

and exterior as well as interior structural elements. The opening also starts 

appearing at this LOD in different building elements as doors or windows. 

- LOD4 gives a complete model of a building by adding interior structures of 

building elements. All desired details can be presented in LOD4, such as exterior 

installations, interior installations and even movable furniture elements. In this 

study, the focus is only on building structural elements. Therefore, furniture 

objects are not considered in the proposed model or reference ontology. 

 

Owing to its wide acceptance, unified modelling language (UML) was selected as 

the modelling language for the proposed unified building model (UBM) approach. 

The requirements of the proposed UBM were that conversion was done with (a) 

minimum information loss, and (b) an efficient schema matching and mapping 

process.  

 

As can be seen from Figure-13, Figure-14 and Figure-15, the focus in the proposed 

UBM is only on buildings. For the adopted reference ontology in this study, the 

UBM is proposed as an intermediate step for conversion of IFC to CityGML and 

vice versa. Therefore, it has the capability of capturing information about spatial 

structures and building objects from both IFC and CityGML building models. For 

developing the UBM itself, however, logic-based ontology has been used to specify 

clear rules that define relationships between objects and classes in the UBM and 

other transformation rules as well. The proposed UBM may therefore be extended 

in the reference ontology concept to formulate a communication standard between 

IFC and CityGML that is often called meta-standard. Meta-standard is here defined 

as terminological specification of the reference ontology (Ciocoiu et al., 2001; 

Rector, 2003).  
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Figure-15: The Proposed Unified Building Model (UBM) 

 

 

When metadata and reference ontology are constructed, the semantic relation 

between IFC and CityGML can be established. This is done first by translating 

from the specific IFC or CityGML to the broader terminology (of the reference 

ontology) and, second, from the broader terminology to the other specific 

terminology.  
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6.0  SUMMARY OF PAPERS 
 

6.1 Paper-I 

 

‘Geospatial Interoperability for IFC and CityGML: 
Challenges of Existing Building Information Databases’ 
 
Mohamed El-Mekawy, Anders Östman and Khurram Shahzad, (2008), 

Geospatial Interoperability for IFC and CityGML: Challenges of 
Existing Building Information Databases. In Proceedings of IEEE-

Innovations in Information Technology (Innovations’08), Dubai. 
 

Paper-I starts the investigation by studying the prerequisites of interoperating 

CityGML and IFC. For this purpose, the paper has suggested a geospatial 

interoperability model that shows how IFC and CityGML can be represented versus 

other 3D modelling technologies and their formats. The objectives of this paper are: 

to identify the advantages of geospatial interoperability at operational and strategic 

level, to identify problems related to syntactic and semantic interoperability of 

indoor and outdoor applications, and to elicit prerequisites of geospatial 

interoperability. 

 

To fulfil the purpose and goals of this paper, a case study was undertaken. The 

Norrtälje Hospital building (located in Norrtälje Municipality in the Stockholm 

region, Sweden) was chosen for this case study. Indoor and outdoor data about the 

Norrtälje Hospital were collected from different sources in heterogeneous systems 

and data formats. To apply our proposed model to an existing building (Norrtälje 

Hospital), we needed to prepare a database for inclusion in CityGML or IFC 

schemas. Therefore, a number of challenges were highlighted during this research 

as follows: 

 

 Variety of Sources of Data 

Spatial data vary across organisations in different formats, schemas and systems. 

This is owed to variations in scope and usage of applications. Therefore data are 

spread across a number of systems and vendors and collected at different levels of 

detail. 

 

 Different Database Schemas 

Organisations, private and public, have their own procedures and methods for 

collecting, processing, presenting and using spatial data. Therefore they have 

different designs of database schemas. 
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 Lack of Geometric Information in Existing Datasets 

Different databases have been built without regard to the geometric representation 

of buildings and other spatial objects. 

 

 Complexity of Geometric Information 
Geometric information is essential for modelling spatial objects. Collecting and 

utilising this information for existing buildings are, however, complex tasks. One 

reason for that can be seen in the difficulty of modelling irregular shapes which 

need to be divided into smaller parts that are stored along with their connectivity to 

reconstruct the irregular part completely. 

 

 Updates and Small Changes Require Manual Processes 

The modifications and updates of databases are also main challenges faced during 

projects, because they often consume much more time and effort than creating 

databases from scratch. 

 

Following this case study, the paper identifies specific prerequisites that must be 

met before a project starts. They are important in preparing for CityGML and IFC 

interoperability. These prerequisites are: 

 identifying sources of spatial data and bridging gaps between their levels of 

detail. 

 harmonising the methods and standards of spatial data collection by 

developing transformations between them. 

 completing the database by adding geometric information that is necessary 

for spatial modelling. 

 developing essential constraints that can provide flexible updating over time. 
 

The paper concludes by emphasising the challenges in the extract, transform and 

load (ETL) method for data exchange. These challenges are mainly related to the 

semantic differences between systems and formats. These differences are reflected 

in spatial data integration issues that include tabular data-related aspects (such as 

schema matching problems and heterogeneity of sources) as well as spatial aspects 

(such as missing geometrical information and complexity of geometrical 

information presentation). 
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6.2 Paper-II 
 

‘Geospatial Integration: Preparing Building Information 
Database for Integration with CityGML for Decision 
Support’ 
 
Mohamed El-Mekawy, Anders Östman and Khurram Shahzad (2008), 
Geospatial Integration: Preparing Building Information Database for 

Integration with CityGML for Decision Support. In Proceedings of 
IEEE-Innovations in Information Technology (Innovations’08), 

Dubai. 

 

Geospatial data are very expensive and time-consuming to collect. Therefore, 

sharing data and models is a necessity. Many databases with building information 

have been established without regard to future demands on interoperability. As a 

consequence, they are not prepared for new standards and new demands that arise. 

One such demand is adherence to the IFC standard and the building information 

model (BIM) initiative. Compliance with the IFC standard also offers the 

possibility of integrating indoor information with outdoor information as provided 

by the CityGML standard. 

 

The purpose of Paper-II was to prepare the IFC database for its integration with 

CityGML, so that it can be used for decision support purposes. This was done by 

using a case study. For the case study, the factors that affect a decision were 

identified but the  building  information  database used  could  not  support  the  use  

of  these  factors  for  decision  support,  because  data  about  these  factors  is  not  

available  in  a building  information database.  

 

The following steps were taken for IFC database preparation: (a) identification of 

sources, (b) preliminary IFC schema development, (c) a 3D city modelling 

deficiencies identification and (d) proposing extensions to the IFC database.   

 

 Identification of Sources 

In this step data were collected for the building Norrtälje Hospital to evaluate its 

suitability for use as a temporary hospital.  The collected information was about the 

building, building material information and environment information. 
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 Preliminary IFC Schema Development 

In the second step a preliminary IFC schema was developed to store information 

about Norrtälje Hospital. The schema can capture information about parts of 

buildings, material used in building and the connectivity between parts of 

buildings, etc. The schema shown provides sufficient information about Norrtälje 

Hospital buildings and their related properties but it does not   provide geometrical 

or geographical information about locations and part relationships of Norrtälje 

Hospital and its buildings.   

 

 3D City Modelling Deficiencies Identification 

The information captured by the preliminary schema is not sufficient for the 3D 

city modelling and reconstruction of building structure described in the IFC goals. 

In this step the deficiencies are identified, which justifies the need for extensions to 

the preliminary building information schema in such a way that the stored 

information can be re-used and can be made useful. 

 

 Extensions to IFC database 

In the last step extensions to the IFC database were made by adding a geometric 

structure. It  includes  (i)  information  about  walls  of  a buildings with  their  

starting  and  finishing  structure,  in  the  form of X, Y, Z coordinates, (ii) 

relationship/connection of  each  wall  with  other  walls,  (iii)  size  of  walls,  (iv) 

rooms formed by connecting different walls.   

 

As a consequence of the above step complete information is captured in the 

database. Therefore, it can be used more easily for decision support purposes.  

 
6.3 Paper-III 

 

‘Semantic Mapping: An Ontology Engineering Method for 

Integrating Building Models in IFC and CityGML’ 

 
Mohamed El-Mekawy and Anders Östman (2010), Semantic Mapping: 
An Ontology Engineering Method for Integrating Building Models in 

IFC and CityGML, In Proceedings of the 3rd ISDE DIGITAL EARTH 
SUMMIT 12-14 June, 2010, Nessebar, Bulgaria. 

 

In the background literature several significant efforts to integrate IFC and 

CityGML have been identified. Most, however, use a unidirectional method 

(mostly from IFC to CityGML) for a conversion process. As a formal mapping 

between both domains is required, researchers have suggested that harmonising 
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semantics is the best approach to such integration. The focus of this paper is largely 

on semantic integration between IFC and CityGML. Building models have been 

chosen as a starting-point for this approach.  

 

Highlighting the differences in terminologies used in IFC and CityGML as well as 

the existence of a great heterogeneity in their semantics, the paper emphasises the 

researchers’ observations of the difficulties of direct mapping between the two 

standards. The paper subsequently proposes more expressive reference ontology for 

both standards as an intermediate model for mapping their semantics. The reference 

ontology highlights an extended ontology that contains all features and objects 

from both IFC and CityGML domains. Owing to its wide acceptance, unified 

modelling language (UML) has been selected to build the structure of our proposed 

ontology, i.e. the proposed unified building model (UBM). Development of the 

reference ontology consists of several steps (see Figure 1 in Paper-III): 

 

(1) There is no universally accepted building model for IFC: different 

researchers like Benner et al. (2005) and Nagel (2007) have provided 

informal UML models for IFC according to their understanding of the IFC 

standard. In a similar manner, we first develop a UML model for the IFC 

building model.  

(2) Identification of identical concepts in both IFC and CityGML ontologies. 

This process is used to specify directly and indirectly mapped objects.  

(3) Identification of relationships between objects and combined concepts. For 

example, how different building elements are related to each other in IFC 

and how their faces are combined in CityGML in the _BoundarySurface 

class.  

(4) Identification of constraints in forms of rules for information transfer 

between IFC and CityGML through the reference ontology. 

 

The paper emphasises the need for a reference ontology approach to establish 

semantic relationships between specific terminologies of IFC and CityGML. This 

relationship is established by first transferring data from IFC or CityMGL to the 

broader terminology in the reference ontologies and then from the reference 

ontologies to the other specific terminology. Despite the similarity between IFC 

and CityGML with respect to the representation of geometric and topological 

information, there is complex semantic heterogeneity between them. The paper 

highlights a number of advantages that can be gained by applying the reference 

ontologies.  
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(a) There is no need to establish direct links between the various terminologies 

that are represented in objects and classes. Instead, only transfer between 

terminologies in each standard, IFC and CityGML, and the reference 

ontology is needed.  

(b) The reference ontologies' terminologies permit the use of an expressive 

modelling language (e.g. UML) that can represent various terminologies of 

the two domains.  

(c) Reference ontology is useful in the case of IFC and CityGML as both 

standards have a very rich semantic model which increases the complexity of 

relationships at different LODs. 

(d) Further development towards meta-standard may be seen as a natural 

extension of reference ontology. Meta-standard in this area are useful as a 

common platform with a relational database management system (RDBMS) 

that represents data directly from both domains and contributes to the 3D city 

modelling domain.  

 
6.4 Paper-IV 

 

‘Towards Interoperating CityGML and IFC Building Models: 

A Unified Model-Based Approach’ 
 
Mohamed El-Mekawy, Anders Östman and Khurram Shahzad, (2010), 
Towards Interoperating CityGML and IFC Building Models: A Unified 

Model-Based Approach. 5th 3D GeoInfo Conference, 3-4 November 
2010, Berlin. 

 

CityGML represents 3D urban objects that can be shared over different 

applications, whereas IFC provides a very detailed semantic model for 3D building 

representations using constructive elements like beams, walls, etc. Attempts have 

been made to interoperate CityGML and IFC in the search for useful common 

applications. Such attempts, however, use a unidirectional method (mostly from 

IFC to CityGML) for conversion processes. One possible reason is that IFC holds 

more detailed information about building objects than CityGML. Therefore, IFC to 

CityGML conversion is a less complex task than CityGML to IFC conversion. 

 

The purpose of this paper is to propose and describe a unified model-oriented 

approach that can be used for bidirectional conversion between IFC and CityGML. 

The proposed approach thereby contributes towards increasing integration of 

CityGML and IFC for extending 3D city models’ applications. To this end, 

building models for both CityGML and IFC have been developed. A unified 
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building model (UBM) is also proposed. The UBM is capable of capturing 

information about spatial structures and building objects from both IFC and 

CityGML building models. The model is therefore used as an intermediate step for 

conversion of IFC to CityGML and vice versa.  

 

To build the UBM, all classes with their concepts were initially collected from both 

models but their relationships were omitted. Overlapping concepts were merged 

and new objects were created in such a way that both indoor and outdoor objects 

were captured. Finally, relationships between the objects were redefined to produce 

our UBM. UML notations were used to represent its objects and the relationships 

between them.  

 

Another major contribution is a method for converting IFC to CityGML and for 

converting CityGML to IFC. It is a two-stage method in which the IFC model is 

converted to the UBM, and the UBM is then converted to CityGML. Similarly, the 

CityGML to IFC conversion is done in two steps. The use of the approach is 

demonstrated with the help of a Norrtälje Hospital building. 

 

The paper ends by drawing the following conclusions: (a) the approach is a 

candidate for bidirectional conversion of CityGML and IFC, and (b) the approach 

provides a starting-point for complete integration of CityGML and IFC. (b) 

represents how different classes, attributes and relations from IFC and CityGML 

have been considered in the building of the UBM. Additional constraints are also 

added that may lead, with future development, to full semantic integration of the 

building models. 

 

The limitations of our approach are (i) CityGML to IFC conversion is not fully 

demonstrated, (ii) UBM should be tested on several buildings, (iii) the conversion 

process is not fully verified. These limitations are also our future research 

directions. 
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7.0  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 

IFC and CityGML are seen today to be matured prominent and recognised 

standards for BIM and geospatial applications respectively. To fulfil the demands 

of urban planning applications and construction analysis, integration of IFC and 

CityGML is necessary. Considering the great differences in semantics between the 

BIM and geospatial worlds, developing a formal framework for semantic 

interoperability is a promising alternative for data exchange between the two 

worlds. Following the background literature review in this thesis, different 

approaches to the integration of IFC and CityGML have been presented. Existing 

approaches, however, do not provide complete integration as they tend to offer only 

unidirectional transfer, mainly from IFC to CityGML. Additionally, the number of 

semantic models that support this integration is relatively small compared to the 

number of geometric models. 

 

Focusing on the semantic models, an approach based on reference ontology for 

integrating IFC and CityGML is proposed. The purpose is to create an ontology 

that supports the desired bidirectional conversion framework between both 

domains. In such a context, more expressive reference ontology between IFC and 

CityGML semantic models is built for mapping between the two standards. The 

reference ontologies are implemented by developing a unified building model 

(UBM) that holds spatial object entities and the semantic relationships between 

them. The UBM is further seen as an application of the proposed rules and 

terminologies of the reference ontologies. For converting from IFC to CityGML or 

vice versa, a two-steps approach can be used. First, a building model can be 

converted from the source model to the unified building model (UBM), and 

secondly from the UBM to the target building model.  

 

There is a significant overlap in terms of information content for mapping IFC and 

CityGML to the reference ontology UBM. There is, however, no simple one-to-one 

mapping for all data. Although there are concepts in the UBM that are adopted 

from in IFC, there are others that are closer or adopted from CityGML definitions. 

The first step for this mapping is to extract the relevant semantic objects from IFC 

and CityGML that contain the required information and their geometries. That is 

followed by identifying the level of detail (LOD) which we target in the UBM. 

Table 1 in Paper-III presents the corresponding elements for the mapping from 

IFC and CityGML into the UBM ontology. To illustrate the applicability of our 

proposed approach, a case study of a hospital building has been used (see Paper-

III and Paper-IV). The purpose of the case study is to show how different building 

elements at different levels of detail can be rebuilt.  
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The limitations of the proposed approach are: (i) only the building models of IFC 

and CityGML are studied as a starting-point, (ii) UBM should be further tested on 

more buildings, and (iii) the conversion processes are not built or verified by 

ontology tools. A common and independent vocabulary in terms of class hierarchy 

is aimed to be created using either frame ontology tools or language like OWL 

(Web Ontology Language). These limitations are also seen as future research 

directions. 

 

Considering future research possibilities, we can conclude the following: 

 

 The integration approach can be considered as a candidate for bidirectional 

conversion of CityGML and IFC. In that sense, a common database that is 

based on the UBM conceptual model can be constructed. With such a 

platform, data from IFC and CityGML can be automatically integrated and 

processed in different analyses. Other formats can also be included in further 

steps. 

 

 The approach provides a starting-point towards more complete integration of 

CityGML and IFC that supports the potential common applications. This 

shows how different classes, attributes and relations from IFC and CityGML 

have been considered in the building of the reference ontologies and the 

UBM. Additional constraints are also added in such a way that may lead, 

with future development, to full semantic integration of the building models. 

 

 The approach might be developed towards a meta-standard application for 

developing a common platform for both domains in order to support 

exchange formats for 3D city models. 
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